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yes, yes, YES!95! And, hey, do I still need to go to the fitness center if I'm frequently having sex
upside down with my at once a chair and my feet wrapped around my lover's neck? Following
the publication of Position of the Day, Nerve was bombarded with reader responses: Do any of
the positions work better with equipmentsay, a six-pack and a helmet? Picking right up where
its outrageously effective predecessor, um, got off is certainly Position of your day Playbook,
offering 366 erotic couplings loaded into one chunky, inspiring, and hilarious compendium. No
workbook, ahem, playbook, will be complete with out a followup section for comments and
ranking boxes for the reader to fill out. A group of nimble, limber, and intensely attractive
volunteers selflessly ventured to the laboratory for weeks of researchthe outcomes of these
experiments are now designed for only $12. It appears that readers do, in fact, want to have sex
each day of the year. Each sexual placement comes with an approximated caloric expenditure
(for every person involved), a listing of possible unwanted effects (leg cramp, lawsuit), and
equipment recommendations (hanging bar, stethoscope, cowboy hat). Nerve has attempted to
address these problems and others in this latest edition.Publisher's be aware: Should parties
end up stuck in one of the positions, they are advised to get in touch with 911 immediately and
neither Chronicle Books nor Nerve directly.
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Light hearted sexy time Not just for heterosexual or homosexual or couples! Still fun to inspire
brand-new ideas with though. That being said it really is a most humorous and entertaining
reference manual. We are heterosexual and definitely not interested in orgies.. Try to enjoy it Me
personally and my fiance get down to this everyday.. No tips on how to do them effectively. It
offers great illustrations. Would make a great stocking stuffer or gag gift. The pictures are a
small confusing.. Maybe have females . We do it for fun.. Each position is associated with a day
on the calendar and a unique name. Super fun, some of the positions aren’t something my . Just
about just pictures Just about just pictures. nonetheless it is fun that it is a calendar Five Stars
This is an excellent little book to get things spiced up every day of the entire year! And a whole
lot are impossible for the common human. Haha some of the poses require more hands Not for
everyone Should have read the reviews... Playbook (diagrams of numbers doing everything)
Awesome book! Playbook Review This is a fantastic book in case you are interested in spicing
up your intimate moments. Maybe have ladies with crimson ink and males with black? Readers
must be aware that not all the illustrated activites are achievable by mere mortals. Some of them
require the skills of a world-course gymnast. It does, however, go quite a distance in displaying
positions that may not occur to everyone. I wanted something for we as a birthday present to
him. Five Stars Quite definitely approved! Fun publication to keep carefully the spice alive in
your like life . Sometimes it's hard to determine where limbs go.. The pictures certainly are a little
confusing. Super fun, some of the positions aren’t something my hubby and I do, however, many
are very fun to try One Star Hope you work out if you're likely to attempt these. Fun Fun
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